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Overview 
SimplyCast’s Recall tool allows you to quickly rally teams of qualified professionals to respond 

to a request for resources as soon as possible. The tool functions over existing 

telecommunication networks, allowing recipients of the recall to respond to the message via 

voice, SMS, or email.  

Each recall message can be customized to send out to contacts or a quick recall can be sent 

using a pre-made template. You can also set the expiry of the recall and the required number 

of contacts needed. Once a recall is sent, reports are provided detailing who responded and 

their specialties, allowing you to determine which types of resources are lacking or mark the 

recall complete to prevent an excessive number of responses.  

Recall Dashboard 
To set up and send a recall in the SimplyCast platform, first go to the Recall 

Dashboard in the SimplyCast application. Recall can be found in the top bar 

of the SimplyCast platform in the Applications dropdown menu. From here, 

you will be brought to the Recall Dashboard where you are able to initiate a 

new recall, see a list of all the recalls already created and ones that have been issued, as well as 

view any recalls pending activation. 

From the Recall Dashboard, you can:  

Create a New Recall 

If you wish to create a new recall, there is a green Create 

New Recall button at the top of the page on the left-hand 

side.  

Clicking this button will open a pop-up window where you name the recall before being 

directed to the setup page to create and schedule the new recall. Refer to the Create a New 

Recall section to learn more. 
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View the List of Recalls 

Below the Create New Recall button, you will see a list of all the recalls created, with the most 

recent appearing at the top. If there are no recalls listed, none have been created yet. Next to 

each recall is an icon displaying that recall’s status as either draft (a gray circle with a pencil), 

active (a blue circle with a paper airplane) or completed (a green circle with a checkmark). 

 

Navigate Multiple Pages of Recalls 

To view a recall that does not appear on the first page of the list: 

· Navigate to the bottom of your screen where  you will find the page numbers. 

· Click either the page number to visit to proceed to another page of recalls or the Next  

 button, which will take you to the next page of recalls. 

· Enter the desired page in the Enter Page field and press Go to be directed to that page of  

 Recalls. 

· Choose how many recalls to display at a time by clicking the “Showing…” link located to the 

right of the number of displayed recalls. 

 

 

Filter Recalls 

If you are looking for a recall you have already created, you can search through recalls in the list 

on the Recalls Dashboard by following these steps: 
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·    Find the gray Filter button located at the top right-hand side of  

 your screen in the Recall Dashboard, beside the search bar. 

· Click the Filter button and a dropdown menu will appear with  

 two boxes that say Click to Set Date. 

· Click either box and another dropdown menu will show up with  

 two fields labeled Date and Time to manually insert the date and  

 time to filter recalls from.  

· Below these fields there is a calendar you can also use to choose  

 the date to filter recalls from. 

·    Click Apply to implement the filter. Or, click Clear if you do not wish to filter your recalls,  

     which will close the dropdown menu. 

[Note: When a filter is applied, the formerly gray Filter button will appear green. To remove a 

filter, click the green button and then select Clear.] 

Search Recalls 

To find a recall, use the search bar located at the top right of the screen above the list of all the 

recalls on the Recall Dashboard.  

As you type in the name of the recall you are looking for, the results will automatically search. 

Edit Recalls 

Once you have created recalls, they will appear in a list below the green Create New Recall 

button on the main Recalls Dashboard. You can return to any recall that hasn’t already been 

sent and edit it.  

To edit a recall: 

· Click the blue Edit button at the far right of the screen across from the corresponding recall 

draft name. This will open the Recall Setup page where you can modify the recall’s settings. 

·    Complete the recall setup process as normal (refer to the Create a New Recall section) by 

clicking the Next button at the bottom of the page to save your edits or click Cancel to return 

to the main Recall Dashboard without making any changes. 
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End a Recall 

Ending a recall means that any further responses given after the recall has ended will not be 

included in the report.   

[Note: Only active recalls with the blue 

paper plane icon can be ended.] 

To end a recall: 

· Navigate to the right-hand side of the screen across from the 

(active) recall you would like to end. On the blue View Reports 

button, you will see a downward facing arrow. 

· Click the arrow button and a dropdown menu will appear with the End Recall option. 

·    Click this option to end the recall and mark it complete. 

Copy a Recall 

To copy the structure of a recall: 

·    Find either the blue Edit or blue View Reports button  

     across from any recall in the list. 

·    Click the arrow button to produce a dropdown menu where Copy will be one of the available  

     Options. 

·    When you select the Copy option, a pop-up will appear asking you to provide a new name for  

     the copied recall. 

·    Click the green Create button to proceed to the recall setup process, or click Cancel to close  

     the pop-up without creating a copy. 

Delete a Recall 

To delete a recall: 

·    Find either the blue Edit or blue View Reports button  

     located across from any recall in the list. 

·    Click the arrow button to produce a dropdown menu where Delete will be one of the  

     available options. 

·    When you select the Delete option, a pop-up will appear asking you to confirm the deletion 

·    Click the red Delete button to delete the recall or click Cancel to close the pop-up without  

     completing the deletion. 
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·    Alternatively, click the checkbox(es) located to the left of the recall(s) you wish to delete. A  

     red Delete button will appear at the top of the recall list next to the green Create New Recall  

     Button. 

·    Click the Delete button to produce the same pop-up as above.  

This option is useful if you wish to delete multiple recalls at 

once. 

Access Recall Reports 

To access a recall report: 

· Find the blue View Reports button to the right of the selected active or completed recall’s 

name.   

· Clicking this button will direct you to the report for that recall, which will display all the  

 information received.  

· Alternatively, click the Reports option that appears in the left-hand menu to be directed to 

the Recall Reports Dashboard where you can select a recall report to view. 

For more information about Recall reports, refer to the Reports section. 

 

 

 

Create a New Recall 
To create a new recall, click the green Create New Recall button on the 

Recall Dashboard.  

The following are the initial recall setup steps: 

· A pop-up window will appear once you click on the 

Create New Recall button. 

· Type in a name for your recall in the field provided. 

· Click Create to proceed to the next page. Alternatively,  

 click Cancel if you wish to return to the Recall Dashboard without initiating a recall. 
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Once you have named your new recall and clicked the Create button, you will be directed to the 

Recall Setup page.  

At this stage of the recall setup process, you can:  

Edit the Recall Name 

At the top of the page, you can edit the name of your 

recall. By default, the Name field on the left will display 

the name you gave your recall. Modify this name by typing the new name in the field provided. 

Create the Recall Message Content 

In the center of the Recall Setup page, you will see a section where you are able to create the 

message content for your recall. There are three communication channels you can use to 

send a recall: 

· Email 

· SMS 

· Voice 

You may choose to send a recall via one of these channels, two of them, or all three. All options 

appear in tabs at the top of this section on the Recall Setup page. You can only configure one 

channel at a time. 

Create an Email Recall 

If you choose to send your recall via email: 

· Select the Email tab near the top left of the Recall Setup screen. 

· By default, email recalls will be disabled and you will see a blue message box in the center of 

your screen indicating this. 
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· Enable the email recall function by 

clicking either the blue Click to Enable 

button found in the message, or by 

clicking the Email Message Enabled toggle right located under the Voice tab at the right of 

your screen so that it is positioned to the right and colored green.   

Once you have clicked to enable the email recall function, you can start creating your email 

recall message.  

Message Content 

To create the content of your email recall: 

· Type in the email’s subject line in the Subject field located 

below the Email Message heading. 

· Choose the sender email address you would like the email 

recall to be sent from in the Sender field dropdown menu to 

the right of the Subject field. 

[Note: If you would like to use a different email address 

as your sender address, click on your account number 

found in the top right-hand corner of your screen, and 

select Account Information. From here, in the sidebar on 

the left, select the Sender Addresses option. This will bring you to a page where you can add a 

new sender address by clicking the green New button at the top of the screen.] 

· Type out the content of your recall in the textbox located below the Subject field with the 

help of a selection of editing tools (such as HTML, bolding, italicizing, font, font color, merge 

tags, etc.). 

     >   Merge Tags: A feature that allows you to personalize messages to each recipient by  

  adding individual names, titles, cities, as well as any other information that can be found  

  in a contact’s CRM profile. To add a merge tag to the email recall, click the merge tag  

  option in the editing tool bar. A dropdown will appear with a list of CRM columns to pull  

  the contact information from. Make your selection and the tag will appear in the message  

  textbox wherever your cursor is as the field name surrounded by two percentage signs on  

either side (e.g. %%NAME%%). This is a placeholder. When the recall is sent to contacts, 

this placeholder will be replaced with the specific information from their contact profile. 
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· Below the message textbox, you will find the default text for the links made available to 

recall recipients that they can click to either confirm or deny the recall. You can customize 

the positive and negative messages by modifying the text that appears in the respective 

fields. 

· Click the blue Attach a File button to add an attachment to 

your email recall. 

· Choose a file to attach to the recall from your device and click 

Open. 

· Delete an attachment by clicking the “X” button to the right of 

the attachment name. 

•  Below the Attach a File option, you will find the Custom Confirmation and Custom Decline 

Reply options. Please refer to the Custom Confirmation Reply and Custom Decline Reply 

sections for information about these options. 

Create an SMS Recall 

If you choose to send your recall via SMS:  

· Select the SMS tab that appears near the top of the Recall Setup screen in the center of the 

three tabs 

 

· By default SMS recalls will be disabled and you will see a blue message box in the center of 

your screen indicating this fact. 

· Enable the SMS recall function by clicking either the blue Click to Enable button found in the  

message or by clicking the SMS Message Enabled toggle located under the Voice tab near the 

top right of your screen so that it is positioned on the right and colored green.  

Once you have clicked to enable the SMS recall function, you will be able to start creating your 

SMS recall message.  

Message Content 

To create the content of your SMS recall: 
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• Type the body of the recall into the message textbox that appears once you have enabled 

the SMS channel. 

• Pay attention to the number of characters your recall message contains. There is a limit of 

140 characters per SMS message and exceeding this number means multiple SMS 

messages will be required to send the SMS recall. 

• Navigate to the bottom of the SMS body textbox and you will see the number of characters 

you have already used and the estimated number of SMS messages required to send the 

entire recall message. 

To add a merge tag to an SMS message: 

• Locate the Merge Tags field above the textbox and choose 

your desired merge tag from the dropdown menu. For 

example, to add the contact’s name to the SMS message 

choose Name from the dropdown menu in the Merge Tag 

field. Click the blue Add button once you have selected a merge tag. 

[Note: Merge tags will appear in the message with two percentage symbols on either side (i.e. 

%%NAME%%). When the contact receives the SMS message, the message will include the 

contact’s name in place of the merge tag.] 

• Below the message textbox, you are able to customize the response message instructions 

by modifying the text that appears in this field. The %%SMSRESPONSETOKEN%% merge tag 

must be included in this message. 

• Below the textbox you will find the Custom Confirmation and Custom Decline Reply 

sections. Refer to the Custom Confirmation Reply and Custom Decline Reply sections for 

information. 

Creating a Voice Recall 

If you choose to send your recall via voice: 

· Select the Voice tab on the top right of the Recall Setup screen. 

 

· By default voice recalls will be disabled and you will see a blue message box in the center  

 of your screen indicating this fact. Enable the voice recall function by clicking either the blue  
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Click to Enable button found in the message, or by clicking the Voice Message Enabled toggle 

(so that it is positioned on the right) located just under the Voice tab at the top right of your 

screen.  

Once you have clicked to enable the voice recall function, you will be able to start creating your 

voice recall message.  

Message Content 

To begin creating the content of your voice recall: 

·     Choose how you would like your voice recall to be     

    sent. At the far left of your screen, you will see three     

    options: 

Text-to-Speech 

This option lets you type out the voice recall you wish to 

send and have it converted into an automated voice 

recording. Type out your message in the textbox 

provided, add any merge tags you wish using the 

dropdown menu, and the system will translate the recall 

message into a voice when it is sent. You can also customize the response instructions for the 

text-to-speech recall by modifying the text in the Positive Instructions and Negative Instructions 

fields respectively. There must be text present in these fields to continue. 

Audio File 

This option lets you choose a pre-recorded audio file 

from your device to upload to the SimplyCast platform 

for your voice recall. 

When you select the Audio File option:  

• A blue Choose File button will appear. Click this button to pick a file to upload from your 

device. Acceptable file formats are WAV, MP3, and M4A. 

• Below the Choose File button, you are able to choose whether to 

use the default response instructions or include a custom set of 

instructions in your uploaded audio file. By default, this toggle 
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will be positioned to the left, colored red, with the “Keep default instructions” label. To 

remove the default instructions and use custom instructions within the audio file itself, click 

the toggle so that it is positioned to the right, colored green, with the “Remove default 

instructions” label. 

 

Call-to-Record 

This option has the platform call you and you can speak into your phone to record a message. 

When you select Call-to-Record: 

·    You will see two fields and a blue Call Me button. Enter your phone number in the  

 Enter Number field if you would like the system to call you to record a message 

 

 

 

 

 

 

·    Click the blue Call Me button when you are ready for the system to phone you to record 

 your recall. A pop-up will appear with a verification code you must enter into your phone  

once the system calls. Press 1 after entering your code to start recording and press the 

pound (#) key when you are finished. If you would like to re-record the message, press the 

star (*) key. When you’re satisfied with the recording, hang up.  

·    Once you have hung up, the recording will appear in a field below the Enter Number field.  

     Delete the recording by clicking the “X” button located on the file. 

• Below the phone number fields, you are able to choose whether 

to use the default response instructions or include a custom set 

of instructions in your call to record message. By default, this 

toggle will be positioned to the left, colored red, with the “Keep 

default instructions” label. To remove the default instructions and use custom instructions 

within the recorded message itself, click the toggle so that it is positioned to the right, 

colored green, with the “Remove default instructions” label. 
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Message Settings 

Once you are happy with your voice recall message, in the Message Settings section you can 

configure the settings of the voice recall. To do this: 

·    Determine the number of attempts the system will make to redial any recipients who do not  

     answer their phones for the initial recall in the Redial Attempts dropdown field — up to a  

     maximum of five redial attempts. 

·    Determine the wait time (in seconds) between retries that you would like the system to  

     adhere to before redialing the recipient’s phone number. In the Wait Time Between Redials  

     dropdown menu beside the Redial Attempts option, choose how long you wish the system to  

     wait between each redial attempt in increments of 15 seconds up to a maximum wait time of  

     60 seconds 

 

Create a Custom Confirmation Reply 

A confirmation reply is an optional message sent out by the system after a recipient responds 

positively to the recall by clicking the appropriate link in the recall message. The Confirmation 

Reply will serve to confirm their presence is still needed and provide any additional information 

if necessary. If the recipient’s presence is no longer required, they will receive a message saying 

their response was not recorded because the recall was completed. The Confirmation Reply will 

only be sent out if the set number of 

required responders has not been met (or if 

the category has not been ended yet). This 

section is found at the bottom of the Recall 

Setup page. Enable this section by clicking the toggle so that it is green and positioned to the 

right. 

To create a custom confirmation reply, follow these steps for each of the communication 

channels: 

Email 

·    Enable the Custom Confirmation Reply feature by clicking the toggle button located to the  

     far right of the header, positioning it to the right-hand side so that it is green. 

·    Enable the Email channel by clicking the Email Message Enabled toggle that appears 
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     underneath the Custom Reply Enabled toggle.  

·    Begin by entering the confirmation email subject line into  

     the Subject field provided once the channel is enabled. 

·    Choose a Sender email address from the dropdown menu  

     located to the right of the Subject field. 

·    Type out your confirmation message in the textbox provided. 

·    If desired, you can attach a file to the Confirmation Reply by clicking the blue Attach a File  

     Button and choosing a file to attach to the recall from your device. 

·    Delete an attachment by clicking the “X” button to the right of the attachment name. 

SMS 

·    Enable the Custom Confirmation Reply feature by clicking the toggle button located to the  

     far right of the header, positioning it to the right-hand side so it appears green. 

·    Enable the SMS channel by clicking the SMS Message Enabled toggle underneath the Custom  

     Reply Enabled toggle.  

·    Type the confirmation message into the textbox that appears once you have enabled the  

     SMS channel. 

·    Pay attention to the number of characters your confirmation reply contains. There is a limit  

     of 140 characters per SMS message and exceeding this amount means multiple SMS 

     messages will be required to send the confirmation reply. 

·    Navigate to the bottom right of the SMS body textbox to see the number of characters you  

     have already used and the estimated number of SMS  

     messages required to send the entire confirmation reply. 

[Note: You can add merge tags in SMS confirmation replies as 

per the Creating an SMS Recall section.] 

Voice 

·    Enable the Custom Confirmation Reply feature by clicking  

     the toggle button located to the far right of the header,  

     positioning it to the right-hand side so that it is green. 

·    Enable the Voice channel by clicking the Voice Message  

     Enabled toggle that appears underneath the Custom Reply  

     Enabled toggle. 

·    Choose how you would like to deploy your voice confirmation reply. Below the Email tab  
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     header, you will see three options: Text-to-Speech, Audio File, and Call-to-Record. Refer to  

     the Creating a Voice Recall section for further explanation of these options. 

·    Once you have created/uploaded your confirmation reply message select how many redials  

     you would like to give the voice confirmation reply (redials are made when the recall  

     recipient does not answer their phone). 

·    Select the desired number of redials from the Redial Attempts dropdown options provided  

     (Refer to the Creating a Voice Recall section). 

·    Determine the wait time (in seconds) between retries that you would like the system to  

     adhere to before redialing the recipient’s phone number.   

·    Select your desired number of seconds from the Wait Time Between Redial dropdown  

     options provided. 

Create a Custom Decline Reply  

A decline reply is an optional message sent out by the system once a recipient responds 

negatively to the recall to say they are not responding. This section is found at the bottom of 

the Recall Setup page. Enable this section by clicking the toggle so that it is green and 

positioned to the right. 

To create a custom decline reply, follow these steps for the three communication 

channels: 

Email 

·    Enable the Custom Reply feature by clicking the toggle button located to the far right of the  

     header, positioning it to the right-hand side so it appears green. 

·    Enable the Email channel by clicking the Email Message Enabled toggle underneath the  

     Custom Reply Enabled toggle.  

·    Begin by entering the email subject line into the Subject field  

     provided once the channel is enabled, 

·    Choose a sender email address from the dropdown menu  

     located to the right of the Subject field, 

·    Type out your decline message in the textbox provided, 

·    If desired, you can attach a file to the Decline Reply by clicking the blue Attach a File Button  

     and choosing a file to attach to the recall from your device. 

·    Delete an attachment by clicking the “X” button to the right of the attachment name. 
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SMS 

·    Enable the Custom Decline Reply feature by clicking the toggle button located to the far right  

     of the header, positioning it to the right-hand side so it appears green. 

·    Enable the SMS channel by clicking the SMS Message Enabled toggle that appears     

     underneath the Custom Reply Enabled toggle.  

·    Type the decline message into the textbox that appears once you have enabled the  

     SMS channel. 

·    Pay attention to the number of characters your decline reply contains. There is a limit  

     of 140 characters per SMS message and exceeding this amount means multiple SMS 

     messages will be required to send the decline reply. 

·    Navigate to the bottom right of the SMS body textbox to see the number of characters you  

     have already used and the estimated number of SMS  

     messages required to send the entire decline reply. 

[Note: You can add merge tags in SMS decline replies as per the 

Creating an SMS Recall section.] 

Voice 

·    Enable the Custom Decline Reply feature by clicking  

     the toggle button located to the far right of the header,  

     positioning it to the right-hand side so that it is green. 

·    Enable the Voice channel by clicking the Voice Message  

     Enabled toggle that appears underneath the Custom Reply Enabled toggle. 

·    Choose how you would like to deploy your voice decline reply. Below the Email tab  

     header, you will see three options: Text-to-Speech, Audio File, and Call-to-Record. Refer to  

     the Creating a Voice Recall section for further explanation of these options. 

·    Once you have created/uploaded your decline reply message select how many redials  

     you would like to give the voice decline reply (redials are made when the recall recipient  

     does not answer their phone). 

·    Select the desired number of redials from the Redial Attempts dropdown options provided  

     (Refer to the Creating a Voice Recall section). 

·    Determine the wait time (in seconds) between retries that you would like the system to  

     adhere to before redialing the recipient’s phone number.   

·    Select your desired number of seconds from the Wait Time Between Redials dropdown  

     options provided. 
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Once you have completed the settings on the Recall Setup page, click the Next button located 

on the bottom right-hand corner of the page to proceed to the next stage in the creation 

process. 

[Note: If you have enabled either Custom Reply option but did not input any text, you will 

receive a warning message and will not be able to move forward in the Recall campaign setup.]  

Select Your Recall Contacts 

Before you send your recall, you must choose which contacts you would like to send it to.  

To add a new contact, click the blue Add Contacts button that is located at the top of the page. 

There are six different ways you can select contacts as 

noted in the dropdown menu that appears once you have 

clicked the Add Contacts button: 

· Add Individual Contacts 

· Add Contacts from List 

· Add Contacts using Filter 

· Add Contacts using Map 

· Add New Contact 

· Add Contact from OnCall Groups 

Add Individual Contacts 

To manually add individual contacts:  

· Choose Add Individual Contacts from the blue Add 

Contacts dropdown menu. 

·    Type in the contact’s name in the field provided in the  

      sidebar that appears. 

· The list of contacts will automatically be filtered as you 

begin typing the contact’s name. 

· Click on the contact name you wish to add once it appears in the filtered dropdown. 

· Continue adding contacts in this way without closing the sidebar.  

· Click the Add Contacts button at the bottom of the sidebar once you have all the contacts  

 you are looking for or click the Cancel button to close the sidebar without adding any 

  contacts. 
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Add Contacts From List  

To select your recall contacts based on lists in the CRM: 

· Choose Add Contacts from List from the blue Add 

Contacts button’s dropdown menu. 

· A sidebar will appear where you can choose which list(s) 

you would like to send the recall to.  

· The list options will automatically be filtered when you 

begin typing the name of the list you want in the field provided. 

· Continue adding lists this way without closing the sidebar. 

· Click the blue Add Lists button at the bottom of the sidebar once you have all the  

 contacts you are looking for, or click the Cancel button to close the sidebar without adding  

 any lists 

Add Contacts Using Filter 

To choose your contacts through the use of filters:  

· Choose Add Contacts Using Filter from the blue 

Add Contacts dropdown menu 

· A sidebar will show up where you will be asked 

whether you would like to choose your  

 contacts from: 

     >   All Contacts: This option allows you to filter your contacts from your entire contact  

  database. 

     >   Lists: This option lets you filter your contacts from selected lists of contacts in the CRM. If  

  you choose to select your contacts using lists, you will see the option to choose your list(s)  

  in the dropdown menu provided. 

     >   Saved Filters: This option lets you filter your contacts through any previously-saved  

  filters. This option will not be available if you have not saved any filters. If you choose the  

  Saved Filters option to select your recall recipients, you will be provided with a dropdown  

  menu allowing you to choose from a list of saved filters.  
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[Note: To create a new saved filter, once you create your filter you can type in the name you 

wish to call it in the Name field found under the Saved Filters dropdown and click the Save Filter 

button.] 

· After choosing a filtering method, proceed to the “Filter Contacts by” section further down in  

 the sidebar. 

· Here, you are able to filter your contacts by column type, column name, and value. “Column”  

 refers to each contact’s profile in the CRM and the fields of information found  

 therein  

     >   Column Type: The type of data found in a particular column in the contact’s CRM profile.  

  A data type is assigned to a column when it is created in the CRM. There are five default  

  options in the Column Type dropdown menu: 

  >>   Date & Time: Selecting this option as your column type will give you different 

     options in regard to the column name. In the Column Name field (the information  

     fields found in the profile within each column type), you are given the choice between  

   when the contact was created or when the contact was last modified (or any other  

   date/time columns you may have created). These options refer to the date in which  

   the contact’s profile was either created or changed in the CRM. 

>>   Email Address: Selecting email as your column type gives you only one option in 

       terms of Column Name: email. This refers to the email address of the contact(s) you  

   would like to add as your recall recipients. 

>>   Location (Lat, Long): Selecting Location as your column type gives you only one 

       option in terms of Column Name: location (or any other location fields you may have  

   created). This refers to a particular location that may be attached to the contact(s) in  

   the CRM you would like to add as your recall recipients. 

  >>   Phone Number: Selecting phone number as your column type gives you three  

     options in terms of Column Name: fax, mobile, and phone. These refer to either the  

      fax number, mobile number, or phone number of the contact(s) you would like to add  

        as your recall recipients. 

  >>   Text: Selecting the Text option as your column type gives you multiple options as to 

       selecting a column name. Text refers to a particular row of information in the  

     contact’s CRM profile. Options in the Column Name field for Text column types     
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        include (as well as any other Text columns you may have created): 

[Note: You can create custom CRM columns 

using these data types which will appear in the 

Column Name dropdown lists for each data 

type.] 

       Address 1    Address 2 

  City     Company   

   Country    Name  

Preferred_method   Salutation   

Source    State    

Title    Twitter   

Mobile    Zip   

· Choose your column type and name through 

which you would like your contacts to be  

 Filtered. 

· Adjust your filtering parameters by selecting 

from the dropdown of options in the field 

directly to the right of the Column Name field 

These options include:  

   Contains  Doesn’t contain  Ends with                  

   Is equal to   Is greater than  Is greater than or equal to  

   Is less than   Is less than or equal to Is not equal to   

            Starts with 

· Insert a value into the Value field to determine how the contacts are being filtered. 

     >   Value: Once you have selected a parameter option, you must then insert a value into the  

   Value field on the right-hand side of the sidebar. The value indicates what information  

   the contact must possess or not possess to be included as a recipient of your recall  

For example, say you would like everyone whose CRM profile says that they live in Halifax, Nova 

Scotia to receive a particular recall.  

To do this: 

·    Select “Text” as your column type  
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·    Select “City” as your column  

 Name.  

·    Select “Is equal to” as your  

 filtering parameter.  

·    Input “Halifax” as your value since you wish only those who reside in Halifax to receive the  

 Recall. 

·    The filter would look like this: Text > City > Is equal to > Halifax. 

You are able to set up multiple filter options by clicking either the And 

or Or buttons, which will add a new field set.  

Choosing “And” will cause the filtering process to look at both of these 

filter options and only send the contact the recall if they meet the parameters of both filter 

options. 

For example, say that in addition to living in Halifax, in order for a contact to receive your recall, 

they must also live on St. 

Margaret’s Bay Road.  

To demonstrate this example: 

·    Select the “And” button to  

 create a new field below the first filter. 

·    Select “Text” as your column type. 

·    Select “Address1” as your column name. 

·    Select “Is equal to” as your parameter. 

·    Insert “St. Margaret’s Bay Road” as your value. 

·    Adding to the first filter option we created, the new filter would look like this: Text > City > Is  

 equal to > Halifax AND Text > Address1 > Is equal to > St. Margaret’s Bay Road.  

Now only those contacts in your CRM who live in Halifax and on St. Margaret’s Bay Road will 

receive your recall. On the other hand, choosing “Or” will cause the filtering process to look at 

all the filter options and. if at least one of them applies to the contact, they will be sent the 

recall. 
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For example, in addition to contacts who live in Halifax. Say you also want the contact to receive 

the alert if they work for XYZ — even if they don’t live in Halifax. 

To create this new filter option: 

· Select the “Or” button to create  

a new field below the initial 

“Halifax” filter. 

· Select “Text” as the column  

 Type. 

· Select “Company” for the column name. 

· Select “Is equal to” as the parameter. 

· Input “XYZ” as the value. 

· Now, the new filter will look like this: Text > City > Is equal to > Halifax OR Text > Company > Is 

equal to > XYZ. 

This means any contacts in your CRM listed as living in Halifax, or who may not necessarily live 

in the city but who work for XYZ, will receive the recall. 

Once you have determined which contacts you wish to receive your recall via the filter, you can 

close the sidebar by clicking Add Contacts at the bottom of the sidebar or click Cancel to close 

the sidebar without choosing any contacts. (To save this filter, click the blue Save Filter button.) 

Add Contacts Using Map 

There are two ways to add contacts from specific geographic areas: 

[Note: In order to add contacts using the Map, you must have the contact’s latitude and 

longitude location information registered on their CRM profile.] 

[Note: You must have Map permissions enabled in your account to be able to select contacts 

using the Map. Refer to the SimplyCast Account Networks User Guide for more information about 

permissions.] 

Draw a New Region 

This option allows you to create a new region on a Map to send the recall to contacts who are 

specifically in that area. 
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Select the Add Contacts Using Map button from the Add Contacts dropdown menu and the 

Map will appear on your screen. 

Locate the four blue buttons located on the far left of the map, one with a white arrow, 

one with a ruler, one with a white polygon shape, and one with a white circle. Clicking 

the arrow button will allow you to click and drag on the Map to change your position; 

the ruler button allows you to measure distances on the map; the polygon button 

allows you to draw custom regions on the map; and the circle button allows you to 

draw a circle radius on the map. 

To zoom in and out on the map, locate and click on the “+” and “-” buttons found at 

the bottom left-hand corner of the Map or use the scroll wheel on your mouse 

which will zoom in and out where your cursor is. 

To create a new region on the Map: 

· Determine the area on the Map where you would like to select contacts. 

· Click the blue polygon button on the left side of your  

 screen, which will activate a blue dot at the end of your  

 mouse. 

· Click on the Map where you would like to begin drawing the 

region and a point will be marked. When you move your  

 mouse a line will extend from the first point you clicked on  

 the map. 

· Continue to click your mouse to create more points on the  

map until you come back to the original point, creating a new filled-in region, or double click 

with your mouse to complete the region. 

· Or, create a new circle region by selecting the circle button,  

 clicking on a location of the Map that will be the epicenter of  

 the new region, and moving your mouse outwards to  

 determine the radius of the region (the distance in  

 kilometers will appear at the top of the Map). 

· Click your mouse again when the region is the desired size  

 and the region will lock in place. 

· Once the region is created using either method, a new 

sidebar will appear asking you to choose an entity to associate with the region from the 

Entity dropdown menu. Within the Blueprints application, an entity is a template used for 

item categorization wherein specific records can be created for each item within that 
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category. If there are no entities available, you will have to create a new entity in the 

Blueprints module. Refer to the SimplyCast Blueprints & Maps User Guide for more 

information on how to create a new entity. 

[Note: In order to select contacts using a Map region, the entity selected for the newly-created 

region must have a location data type. By default, you will only be shown entities that possess a 

location data type field.]   

· If you are able to choose an entity, you may see other fields belonging to the template  

 appear below the Entity field in this sidebar. Fill out these fields with information respective  

 to the new region record and click the blue Save button to save the new region, or the Cancel  

 button to close the sidebar without saving your region. 

· When you have finished creating and naming your region, you may see another pop-up  

 appear if the entity layer on the Map has been hidden from view, asking if you would like to  

 show the layer. If you see this pop-up and wish to view the Map layer with the new entity,  

 click the blue OK button. 

· Now you can click on the region to select it as part of your recall contact set. Click the  

 blue Select Region button and the region will be added to the sidebar on the right. Once you  

 have added all the regions you want, click the blue Confirm button at the bottom  

 right of your screen to return to the recall setup process, or click Cancel to return to the  

 setup process without selecting any regions. 

[Note: For more information about the Map and all its capabilities, such as address look-up and 

getting directions, refer to the SimplyCast Blueprints & Maps User Guide.] 

Select an Existing Region 

This option allows you to select an existing region on the Map to choose your contacts. When 

you select the Add Contacts using Map option from the Add Contacts dropdown, you will be 

redirected to the Map. 

To select an existing region on a map: 

· Locate the region on the Map that you would like to select contacts from 

· Click on the region, which will bring up a pop-up with a blue button that says Select Region 
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·   Clicking this button will add the region to the list of 

     selected regions in the sidebar on the right of the  

     screen. 

·    Continue to add regions this way until you have  

     added all the regions you wish to send the recall to. 

· Click the blue Confirm button found at the bottom right-hand side of your screen to add 

these contacts, or click Cancel to close the Map view and be 

redirected to the Contact Selection page where you can select 

another way of adding contacts to receive your recall. 

[Note: When selecting contacts from an existing region, the Map  

may open with a previously saved filter applied to the regions, meaning  

you may not be able to see all available regions. To remove any applied  

filters, select the Manage Layers button on the right side of the screen and click the Show All  

Layers toggle in the sidebar so that it appears green and positioned to the right.] 

Add a New Contact 

To add a new contact who isn’t in your CRM to the list of recall recipients: 

· Select the Add a New Contact button from the Add Contacts  

 dropdown menu. 

· A sidebar will appear allowing you to enter the name, email, phone  

 number, and/or mobile phone number of the new contact. 

· Click the green Create and Add Contact button at the bottom of 

the sidebar to close the window or click Cancel to return without 

adding the contact. 

· As well as being sent the current recall, the new  

 contact you added will also be added to your CRM  

 where they will be available to be selected to receive  

 any future recalls. 

[Note: Make sure you always gain express opt-in permission before adding and sending to 

these contacts.] 

Add Contacts From OnCall Groups 

To add contacts from one of your OnCall groups (if you have OnCall permissions): 
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· Select the Add Contacts From OnCall Groups button from the Add Contacts dropdown 

menu. 

· A sidebar will open with a field where you can select the  

 OnCall group(s) you would like to send your recall to  

• from the dropdown menu. This option will send the alert 

to the person currently on call for that group. 

· Continue adding groups this way without closing the  

 Sidebar. 

· Click the blue Add Groups button at the bottom of the sidebar once you have all the groups  

 you are looking for or click Cancel to close the sidebar without choosing contacts. Refer to  

 the SimplyCast OnCall User Guide for more information on OnCall groups. 

[Note: Only the members of the group(s) who are on call at the time of sending will receive the 

recall.] 

Add an Alternate Contact to a CRM Profile 

With the Recall module, you can take advantage of a certain aspect of the CRM: the Alternate 

Contacts field. This field allows you to add the name of another contact to someone’s CRM 

profile so in case the primary contact doesn’t respond to the initiated recall, the alternate 

contact will be sent the recall message as a backup.  

To add an alternate contact to a CRM profile: 

·    Navigate to the CRM located in the  

     Applications menu in the black bar at  

     the top of your screen. 

·    Once on the CRM Dashboard, click the Contacts tab found  

     on the left side of the screen to view your list of contacts. 

·    Search for the contact you would like to add an alternative  

     contact for in the search bar on the top right of the contact  

     list. 

·    Check off the box next to the contact name and select the blue View Contact button that  

     appears at the top of the list. 

·    In the contact’s profile, find the Alternate Contact field in the box on the top left of the  

     profile. 

·    Type in the name of another contact (existing in the CRM) as the alternate contact. 

·    As you type in the name, results will filter automatically in the dropdown menu that appears. 
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·    Click the contact’s name when it appears in the dropdown list and it will be added as the  

     alternate contact. 

·    Any changes made to the contact profile are automatically saved. 

Select Your Recall Sending Method 

There are three possible communication channels for sending the recall, depending on 

which ones you have created messages for:  

· Email 

· SMS 

· Voice 

There are two 

options for how 

the system can send your recall to your contacts: 

· Use Preferred Communication Method 

·    Send All Created Messages 

Use Preferred Communication Method 

By choosing to send your recall via a contact’s preferred method of contact means the recall will 

be sent through the channel each contact has indicated they would like to receive messages 

from.  

[Note: If available, each contact’s preferred method will be noted in their personal CRM profile.] 

To choose to send the recall to your recipients’ preferred methods: 

· Click on the Use Preferred Communication Method radial button found underneath the  

 Select Sending Method header.  

·    Determine the Fallback Sending Order. 

Fallback Sending Order 

The fallback sending order refers to the order of the communication channels through which 

the recall will be sent to each contact who has NOT indicated a preferred communication 

method.  
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To determine the fallback sending order: 

· Click and drag the three options (email, SMS, and voice) into the order you would like them  

 to be used. 

· For example, if your fallback sending order is ranked email, SMS, and voice, the system will  

 look for an email address in the contact’s CRM profile first. If it finds one, the recall will be  

 sent via that delivery method. 

· If the system does not see an email  

 address it will look for a mobile phone  

 number in the profile to send the recall  

 via SMS. 

· The system will keep searching in the order of methods you select until it finds a delivery  

 method it can use to send the recall to the contact. 

Send All Created Messages 

Choosing to send your recall through the Send All Created Messages option means contacts will 

receive your recall across all channels, provided they have that communication type on file and 

you’ve created a recall for that method. 

To select the Send All Created Messages option: 

· Click the radio button located beside the Send All Created Messages option.  

· All recipients will receive any messages through available communication channels. 

Prioritize Phone Methods 

If you have chosen to send your recall via the voice channel, you also have the option to 

prioritize which phone number the system will call to send the recall. 

There are three options you can choose from: 
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Call All 

Selecting this option for your voice recall means the system will send the recall to every phone 

number the contact has in their CRM profile (e.g. phone, mobile, and/or fax number). If the 

contact has both a phone number and a mobile number listed, they will receive calls to both 

numbers. 

Call Selected Column 

The Call Selected Column option allows you to choose and prioritize which CRM phone number 

column the system will look at when sending the voice recall. Selecting this option will bring up 

a list of phone number columns you can prioritize the sending for. The two default columns are 

the Phone and Mobile columns.  

[Note: You have the option of adding additional phone number fields to your CRM (such as a 

home/office/cottage number). For more information on how to do so, consult the SimplyCast 

CRM User Guide.] 

Click and drag these options to determine the sending order of your voice recall. The system 

will call the numbers one at a time until the list is exhausted, or the recipient picks up the 

phone. 

Fallback Through 

Selecting this option, like the Call Selected Column option, allows you to choose and prioritize 

which CRM phone number column the system will look to when sending the voice recall. 

Selecting this option will bring up a list of phone number columns you can prioritize the sending 

for. The two default columns available are the Phone and Mobile columns.  

However, the difference with the Fallback Through option is the system will continue to dial the 

numbers until it receives a response.   

Set Responder Options 

The third section on the Contact Selection page in the recall creation process is where you can 

choose how long the system should wait before contacting back-up contacts, the number of 

contacts required to respond to the recall affirmatively, and the type of responder required. 
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Setting the number of responders will help determine whether more resources are needed 

when all the responses come in. 

To configure these settings: 

• First, you must determine whether you wish to utilize the 

responder type categories feature of the Recall 

application. By default, this feature is enabled, providing you with the below options. To 

disable the feature, click the red colored toggle at the top of this section so that is 

positioned to the right, colored green, and displays the label “Enable Responder Type 

Categories.” 

• If you have disabled the responder type 

categories, you simply have to enter the total 

number of responders you need to respond 

to the recall in the Number of Responders 

field and determine whether you want the 

recall to end automatically or manually. If you wish to have the recall end automatically 

once enough have responded positively, click the “End Manually” toggle to change it to “End 

Automatically.” Otherwise, you will be required to end the responder type category 

manually.   

 

[Note: To end a responder type manually, you must go to the report for the recall and click the 

blue End Category button. Refer to the Responses by Category section for more information.] 

 

• If the responder type categories are enabled, you can click the “Delay in minutes before 

recall is sent to backup responders” dropdown menu and choose how many minutes you 

wish for the system to wait. Select from 15 minutes or up to a maximum of 45 minutes in 

increments of five (Backup responders are the contacts that you may have added to the 

Alternate Contact field of a CRM profile). Refer to the Add an Alternate Contact to a CRM 

Profile section to learn more. If you do not want the system to contact backups choose 

“Don’t automatically resend” from the dropdown. 
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• Click on the Select CRM Column dropdown menu in this section to choose which 

information column in the CRM you want the system to look at to determine the responder 

type each particular contact fits into (e.g. Role, Title, or any custom columns you may have 

created). 

• Click on the Responder Type field below the Select CRM Column field to enter the type of 

responder you are looking for (e.g. engineer, police, consultant, etc.). 

• Click the green, circular Add Responder Type button located below the Responder Type field 

if you need to add more responder options.  

• Choose the number of responders you require for each responder type by using the arrow 

buttons on the right side of the Number of Responders field, which is located to the right of   

each added Responder Type field, or by typing in the appropriate number. 

• If you wish to have the recall end automatically for specific responder types once enough 

have responded positively, click the “End Manually” toggle to change it to “End 

Automatically.” Otherwise, you will be required to end the responder type category 

manually.   

 

[Note: To end a responder type manually, you must go to the report for the recall and click the 

blue End Category button. Refer to the Responses by Category section for more information.] 

 

• To delete a Responder Type field, click the gray “X” button located to the far right of the 

Responder Type/Number of Responders fields you would like to delete. 
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After you have selected your sending method and set your 

responder options, click the dark gray Complete button at the 

bottom right-hand corner of your screen. A pop-up window 

will appear with a summary of the total email, SMS, and voice 

recalls being sent. Click the blue Send button to finish 

sending the recall or click Cancel to close the pop-up and 

return to the recall setup process. 

[Note: If you have enabled a channel without entering any content, you will be unable to send 

the recall. A pop-up will appear with an error message, prompting you to return to the setup.] 

Reports 
To view a report for any of your recalls, you must navigate to the Recall Reporting interface.  

To do this: 

· Go to the main Recall Dashboard. 

· Click the Reports option from the menu on   

the left side of your screen. You will be directed to the Recall Reporting page.  

· Alternatively, for active and complete recalls you can locate the blue View reports button to 

the right of the recall name to be directed to the report for that recall.  

Once in the Recall Reporting Dashboard, you are able to: 

View the List of Reports 

When you enter the Recall Reports Dashboard, you should see a list of all the recalls you have 

deployed, with the most recent recall being at the top of the list. If there are no recalls in the 

list, you have not yet created any or none have been sent or marked complete. 

Each report in the list is broken down into four columns: 

·    Name: The name you gave the recall  

·    Time Sent: The date and time the recall was sent to your contacts  

·    Time Ended: The date and time the recall was ended, meaning all responses received after  

     the end of the recall were not recorded in the report. This column will be blank if the recall is  

     still active. 
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·    Status: Whether the recall is new, scheduled, aborted, active, inactive, or complete 

Navigate Multiple Pages of Reports 

If you have created enough recalls, they will be displayed on multiple pages in the Reports 

Dashboard. To view a report that does not appear on the first page of the list, navigate to the 

bottom of your screen where you will find the page numbers. Proceed to another page of 

recalls by clicking either the page number to visit or the Next button to take you to the next 

page of recalls. Enter the desired page of reports in the Enter Page field and press Go to be 

directed to that page of reports. Choose how many recall reports to display at a time by clicking 

the “Showing…” link located to the right of 

the number of displayed reports.  

Search Reports 

If you are trying to find a particular recall report, use the search bar located at the top right of 

the screen above the list of all the reports in the Recall 

Reporting page.  

As you type in the name of the report you are looking for, the results will automatically search. 

Filter Reports 

You can filter recall reports to show recalls created or sent on a particular date, at a particular 

time, or within a certain window of time.  

To filter your recalls: 
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· Find the gray Filter button at the top right- 

 hand side of your screen.  

· Click the Filter button and a dropdown  

 menu will appear with two boxes that say  

 Click to Set Date. 

· Click either box and another dropdown  

 menu will show up with two fields labeled  

 Date and Time to manually insert the date and time to filter recall reports from. 

· Below these fields is a calendar you can also use to choose the date to filter reports from. 

·    Click the blue Apply button to implement the filter. Or, click Clear if you do not wish to filter  

     your reports, which will close the dropdown menu  

[Note: When a filter is applied, the formerly gray Filter button will appear green. To remove a 

filter, click the green button and then select Clear.] 

End Selected Recall 

From the Recall 

Reports Dashboard, 

you can end an active 

recall so any incoming 

responses to the recall 

will not be added to that recall’s report. 

To end a recall: 

· Select the recall you would like to end by checking off  

 the box that appears to the left of the recall name in 

the list of recalls. The red End Selected Recall button 

located at the top of the list will become active.  

· Click the End Selected Recall button and a pop-up will appear asking you to confirm the  

     action. Click OK to end the recall and close the pop-up or click Cancel to close the pop-up  

 without ending the recall. The Status column for the corresponding recall will now be  
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 marked Completed, indicating    

      the recall has ended. 

 

View a Report 

To view the report of a recall: 

· Select the recall you would like to see the report for by checking off the box that appears to  

 the left of the recall’s name. 

· The blue View Report button on top of the recall list will become active and able to be  

 selected once you have checked off a recall. 

· Click the View Report button to be directed to the report for that recall. 

 

Report Overview  

The first section you will see in the report of your particular recall is the Overview section. This 

section will display five separate boxes with the following information: 

· Status: The status of the recall - whether it is new, scheduled, aborted, active, completed, or 

unknown 

· Total Sent: The total number of recalls sent to your contacts 

· Responded Positively: This box displays the total number of recall recipients who indicated 

they are responding  

· Responded Negatively: The total number of recall recipients who indicated they are not  

 able to respond  
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·    No Response Recorded: The total number of recall recipients that have not yet responded  

     to the recall 

 

Alert Reports 

The second section in the recall report is the Alert Reports section. Here, you will find the full 

send reports for each of the three possible notifications sent as part of the recall campaign as 

well as information pertaining to the number of notifications queued for each, the number of 

contacts sent to, as well as the current status of the notification. There are blue buttons labeled 

“View Full Report” next to all three send reports. Clicking on any of these buttons will lead you 

to the Alerts reports for the main recall notification as well as the custom replies, with 

information pertaining to the recall message content.  

[Note: A recall is an alert that calls the recipients to action based on required skill sets and 

requires a response to be given by all recipients. Refer to the SimplyCast Alerts User Guide for a 

breakdown of the Alerts Reporting page.] 

Responses by Category 

This is the third section you will see in your recall report. The Responses by Category section 

contains a breakdown of all the recall responses by the category of resource you requested (if 

this feature has been enabled).  

For each category listed, you will see:  
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• The number of recall recipients who responded “Yes” to the specific category 

• The number of recall recipients who responded “No” to the specific category 

• The number of responders you requested in order to fill the recall category 

• An Other Responses section containing information for any responders who do not belong 

to any of the listed categories 

• A blue End Category button you can click to manually end only the chosen category (instead      

     of ending the entire recall) 

[Note: For recalls without this feature enabled, this section will simply display an All Responses 

table with the same information as above, except for a blue Close Responses button instead of 

a End Category button.] 

Responses 

The next section in your recall report provides you with a table of information for all the 

contacts who responded to the recall.  

In the Responses section, you will see five pieces of information:  

• Name: The name of the contact who responded to the recall 

• [CRM Column]: The information contained in the CRM column selected as part of the recall 

for the contact (e.g. if the Title field was selected, the name of this section in the report will 

be “Title” and the contact’s title information will be displayed) 

• Response Method: The communication channel the contact used to respond to the recall 

• Response Time: The date and time the contact responded to the recall 
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• Response: Whether the contact responded “Yes” or “No” to the recall 

No Responses Received 

The next section in your recall report provides you with a table of information for all the 

contacts who have not responded to the recall.  

In the No Responses Received section, you will see five pieces of information:  

• Name: The name of the contact who has not responded to the recall 

• [CRM Column]: The information contained in the CRM column selected as part of the recall 

for the contact (e.g. if the Title field was selected, the name of this section in the report will 

be “Title” and the contact’s title information will be displayed) 

• Email: The contact’s email address (if available) 

• Phone: The contact’s phone number (if available) 

• Mobile: The contact’s mobile phone number (if available) 

Select Additional Columns 

You are able to display additional information about your contacts in 

the recall report’s Responses and No Response Received sections by 

selecting additional CRM columns to be displayed in these tables. 

To select additional columns: 
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• Locate the gray columns button at the top right of the page next to the blue Download 

button. 

• Clicking this button will open a sidebar where you can 

select one or more additional columns to include in 

the report tables from the available dropdown menu. 

• When a column is selected it will appear in a section 

below the dropdown field. To remove any of these 

columns, click the “X” button to the right of the column 

name. 

• To add the chosen columns to the recall report tables, click the blue OK button at the 

bottom of the sidebar. Or click Cancel to close the sidebar without 

adding/removing any additional report columns. 

Download the Report 

To download the recall report to your device, 

there is a blue download button located at the 

upper right-hand corner of the screen.  

When you click the download button: 

· A dropdown menu will appear with two file formats to choose from. 

· Choose to download the report in either CSV or XLSX format by clicking the appropriate 

 option in the dropdown menu. 

· You will be directed to the Downloads page with all of your requested downloads that will  

 show the name of the report, the status, the file type, and the date it was created. 

·    Select the file you wish to download and click the blue Download Report button to  

     complete the download. 
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Assignments 

1.   Describe the overall purpose of the Recall module as part of SimplyCast’s emergency  

      communication tools. 

 

2.  A forest fire has ignited and is quickly gaining strength and spreading toward your town. As  

      an emergency authority, you need to send out a notice to your firefighters and first  

 responders to rally them to the scene and help fight the blaze.    

a)    Create a new recall to contact the firefighters and first responders.    

 b)  Will the recall be sent only to those who live in town, or those who live outside of it as  

             well? Explain your reasoning. 

 

3. True or False? When the requisite number of responders has been met for a particular  

      recall, the Custom Confirmation Reply will be sent to any additional responders confirming  

      that there are already enough responders attending the event. 

 

4.  When setting the number of responders required to complete the recall, what is the  

      purpose of the Select CRM Column field? 

 

5.  a)   What is the purpose of the Alternate Contact feature in the CRM? 

      b)   Go into your CRM and add an alternate contact to one of the contacts in          

             your list. 


